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Summary:A District Council shall not grant a licence to drive a hackney carriage or private hire
vehicle unless they are satisfied that the applicant is a ‘fit and proper’ person to hold a
driver’s licence.
It is proposed to implement a scheme whereby driving licences of new and existing
driver’s, are checked against the Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA) database.
The requirement for applicant’s to undertake a DVLA licence records check would ensure
that the driving licence produced is valid, legal and all convictions have been disclosed.
Recommendation:To consider the information in this report and reach a decision from the options available.

J A Messenger
Licensing Manager

Note: in compliance with section 100d of the Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985 the report has been
prepared in part from the following papers:- Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 and Information
from Intelligent Data Systems.

To the Chairman & Members of the Regulatory Panel on 1st April 2009
1. Purpose of Report
1.1 To introduce a scheme to require all new and existing licensed hackney carriage and
private hire drivers, to sign a disclosure mandate in order to allow the Licensing Section to
carry out a check of their driving record with the Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency.
2. Summary
2.1 Over the last eight years this Authority has brought in additional requirements for
Hackney and Private Hire drivers to ensure the safety of the public. These measures are
designed to ensure that licensed driver’s are ‘fit and proper’ and include medical and
Criminal Records Bureau checks every three years, Driving Standards Agency ‘Taxi Test’
and local knowledge tests. An area that we have not explored in detail is the DVLA driving
licence produced by an applicant.
2.2 Under the present requirements, when a new application is received for a Hackney or
Private Hire driving licence, the applicant must produce a current DVLA licence. Similarly,
when an existing driver makes application to renew his licence, or notifies us of a
conviction, he must again produce his DVLA driving licence. Whilst it is reasonable to
assume that most licences produced are legitimate, it is possible with modern technology
to produce good copies that could hide anomalies e.g. convictions, disqualifications. In
addition there is no check made to ensure that the licence produced is the current issue,
with all relevant endorsements attached.
2.3 It is the duty of a Licensing Authority to satisfy itself that all applicants for Hackney and
Private Hire driving licences are ‘fit and proper’.
3. Proposal
3.1 Upon receiving an application for a Hackney or Private Hire driving licence, the
applicant would be asked to sign a disclosure mandate which would authorise DVLA to
disclose the previous driving licence history of the applicant. The details obtained through
the mandate would primarily be used for checking convictions and ensuring the current
licence is valid. It is proposed that this check be completed every three years which would
fall in line with similar checks i.e. CRB and medicals.
3.2 The proposed criteria would be carried out in conjunction with a company called
Intelligent Data Systems (IDS), who have access to the DVLA database through their
Datacheck system. This is an electronic licence verification system that enables IDS to
check a driver’s licence directly with the DVLA database, with all recorded information
delivered to us in a secure, central user web interface.
4. Further Information
4.1 The requirement to make this check mandatory would form part of the
application/renewal ‘fit and proper’ person test and is to avoid the situation where a driver,

who may have something to hide, refuses to sign the mandate. If this were the case, they
would be asked to appear before the Regulatory Panel to give reasons for the refusal and
the Panel would determine the application.
4.2 Currently DVLA would charge £5 for a similar check, payable in advance by
depositing a lump sum with them. The resultant check gives current information on the
status of the licence, but the history is not easy to understand and in many cases is
undated. Applications must be posted and a hard copy reply received about a week later
(Appendix 1).
4.3 Checks through IDS would cost £7.25, results usually available within 48 hours and
are in an easily understood format. They clearly show driver details, licence details,
endorsements and licence groups. The application is made and information retrievable
through a secure database (Appendix 2).
4.4 A representative from IDS was asked to attend today to give a short presentation to
the Panel on the procedure. Unfortunately they were already booked at two other
Council’s for similar presentations. They have forwarded an information and statistical
sheet regarding the scheme which is attached (Appendix 3).
4.5 Both Taxi Associations have been contacted regarding the proposal. Unfortunately
due to time constraints they have been unable to consider the proposal at a full meeting of
their members. Both Secretaries have however replied giving their full support to the
proposal.
5. Financial Implications
5.1 The procedure would be self financing as part of the application fee for all new
applicant‘s.
5.2 A bid has been submitted to Financial Services to carry forward £2,500 from the
licensing underspend in the 2008/09 licensing budget, to finance the initial checks of
current drivers.
5.3 In order to limit the bureaucracy of requiring drivers to pay £7.25 every three years, it
is proposed that £2.50 be collected each year with the renewal fee and that this charge be
incorporated into the renewal fee at the next charging review.
6. Legislation
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976
Section 57
(1) A District Council may require any applicant for a licence under the Town Police
Clauses Act 1847 or LG(MP) Act 1976 to submit to them such information as they
may reasonably consider necessary to enable them to determine whether the
licence should be granted.

Section 51
(1) Subject to the provisions of this Part of this Act, a district council shall, on receipt of
an application from any person for the grant to that person of a licence to drive
private hire vehicles, grant to that person a driver’s licence:
Provided that a district council shall not grant a licence(a) Unless they are satisfied that the applicant is a fit and proper person to hold a
driver’s licence
Section 59
(1) Notwithstanding anything in the Act of 1847, a district council shall not grant a
licence to drive a hackney carriage(a) Unless they are satisfied that the applicant is a fit and proper person to hold a
driver’s licence
7. OPTIONS
It is recommended that after considering the information, members reach a decision in line
with the options available.
7.1 The signing of a DVLA disclosure mandate will be a requirement for all new applicants
and existing holders of a Hackney Carriage or Private Hire driving licence.
7.3 The proportionate fee of £2.50 will initially be recoverable from new applicants at the
time of application and upon renewal by all drivers. This fee to be incorporated into the
annual fee at the next charging review.
7.4 The Licensing Manager to make a bid for the initial fee for existing driver’s to be paid
from the 2008/09 licensing underspend to enable a check to be made en block.
7.5 Do not impose the driving licence verification scheme and rely upon ad hoc checks as
present.

Prepared by
J A Messenger
Licensing Manager

